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AGITATOR, the "paid," abuse of, 191
;
the Agitator a useful man,

192
;
the salt of the earth, 193

; past and present, 194196.

Apprenticeship and mill slavery, 170.

Art, public museums the proper place for works of, 181.

Artistic work, value of, 156.

BODILY wants, fewness of, 20.

Bradlaugh's objections to Socialism, 134 136, 140.

Bread, dangers of cheap, 33.

British Islands now belong to rich men, 56.

CAPITALIST and worker, 57 ; capitalist and the inventor, 127 ;

difference between capital and capitalist, 181
;
the capitalist

not indispensable to labour, 184
; capital cannot be used except

by labour, 182
; capitalists make the laws and administer them,

199
;
the capitalist and strikes, 201.

Children, what they are taught to be, 160.

Collieries and Socialism, 123.

Commercial waste paid for by the worker, 49.

Communal domestic arrangements, advantages of, 49.

Competition the ideal of British society, 12
;
evils of competition,

monopoly, and bad management, 43, 45, 80, 82, 123, 129, 162 ;

suggestions for improvement, 43
; competition and consumers,

87 ;
false theories of competition, 122.

Country, beauties of the, 21.

DEATH-RATES in town and country, 2426.

Drink and drinking, 157 159
;
drunkenness a disease, 158

; poverty
the chief cause of, 162.

ENGLAND'S ability to feed her people, 28
;
our interest to grow

corn, 32, 33.
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FACTORY system, arguments against, 21 31
; freedom of contract

before the passing of the Factory Acts, 169.

Family, the happiest kind of Society, 139.

Food and clothes, 39, 40.

GAIN and honour, 120, 136138.

HOUSEHOLD waste, trouble, and unpleasantness, 46, 47.

Human nature capable of good, 114.

Humanity, types of, 115 117.

INDIVIDUALISM, a relic of savagery, 165
;
evils of, 166169.

Industry, good and selfish, 151 156.

JAPANESE house, description of, 41.

LABOUR, not properly organised, 1-2
; cheap labour means cheap

goods, and low wages, 9294 ; necessity for labour represen-

tation, 198, 200.

Land, proper cultivation of, 29
; original title of land due to

conquest or theft, 58
;
no man a right to, 60

;
Land and

Labour, 61 63
;
town land and high rents, 63

;
Land and

Patent Laws compared, 64
; advantages of land nationalisa-

tion, 102.

Leisure, proper employment of, in a well-ordered State, 50 53.

Life, problem of, find how the people may make the best of the

country and themselves, 11
;
our failure to answer the problem,

37 ;
needful things of life, 1319, 46

;
life of John Smith

and the gipsy contrasted, 39.

Loafers, treatment of, now and under Socialism, 185.

Luxuries and real necessaries, 172 180
; every article of luxury

paid for in labour, 181
;
the Duke of Argyll's defence of

luxury, 173, 179, 180 ; cost of luxuries, 179.

.MAN, effects of surroundings on life of, 75, 153, 159; man's'
indebtedness to his fellows, 75 77, 142

;
best men not the

best paid, 139, 140.

^Manchester school, 13 22, 32
;
Manchester dwellings unfit for

habitation, 40.

Manufactures, distribution of, 24.

.Matches, cheap, because the worker is badly paid, 88, 97 ;
matches

really dear, 97, 98.
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31. P.'s, payment of, 137.

Middlemen are employers of labour and all rich men except the

money lender and landlord, 73
;
middlemen and competi-

tion, 82, 83.

Money grubbing, great social changes needed to deprive it of its

power, 118.

Monopoly wanted that will raise wages and keep down rent and

interest, 96.

OFFICIALS and Socialism, 134, 135.

PARLIAMENT to-day a Parliament of privilege, 79.

Paupers, cost of able-bodied, 107.

Politician and the worker, 198200.

Poor, waste of the life of the, 52, 53
;
libels on refuted, 150, 157

;

slavery of, 148
; luxury the direct cause of the misery of the

poor, 172.

Postal service and the State, 124.

Poverty of rich men, 70.

Profit, explanation of, 71.

RASCALS, cost of, 169
;
how dealt with under Socialism, 171.

Riches and industry, 65.

SALT, cheapness, waste, and remedy, 89 91.

Scavenger, the, an important person, 187
; injustice to. 189.

Shirts, cheap, and abstinence of the worker, 163.

Socialism, honesty of practical, 75 ;
the real remedy for existing

evils, 99
; Socialism, what it is and what it is not, 99

;
what

it will do, 100 109
;
how Socialism may be accomplished,

104
;

first thing needed is a Socialist party, 106
; arguments

against Socialism refuted, 110, 143 150
;

Socialists real
students of human nature, 110; Socialism will not compel a
man to work against his will, 144

;
not slavery, 145

;
under

Socialism work lor all, 187
;
Socialism and disagreeable work,

187 ; snobbery and gentility will perish under Socialism, 189
;

Socialism the finest scheme of life insurance yet devised, 190;
the way to realise Socialism is to make Socialists, 197.

State farms, the base for the formation of Communal towns, 108.

Supply and demand, law of, 83 86.

Survival of the fittest, theory of, 129
;

another name for

anarchy, 134.

H
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TRADE Unionism not a sufficient defence, 199.

VANITY a stronger passion than greed, 116

WAGES regulated by competition, 83.

Wants, increase of, means increase of labour, 180.

Water, tremendous power of, 31, 32.

Wealth, unequal distribution of, 55
;

all wealth produced by
labour, 6878.

Wheat, home and foreign, 33
;

wheat fields the battle-field of

life, 36.

Women, domestic slavery of, 42.

Work and toil, difference between, 38, 154.

Worker, duty to his kind, 202.
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